Celebrating Twenty Years of Coeducation
us." recalled Frederick.
"They were overwhelmingly in favor of co-education,
and it showed. The professors wanted to do what thev
could for us."
Trinity's acting Director of Major Gifts Kathleen L. Frederick added that the support from the faculty was
Frederick '71 had a chance to stroll down memory lane this helpful in the classroom. "The classroom situation was
past weekend, joining many others amongthe first women to extremely difficult. There were so few women in each
graduate from Trinity College.
class, and because of these dynamics, we were generally
A lot of us felt like pioneers, and I think we were," very quiet."
,
Frederick said, we were proud of doing something special."
Mathematics professor Robert Stewart believes that
Trinity celebrated the twentieth anniversary of women's the transition to coeducation was, during his forty years at
admission to the College with a series of lectures and discus- Trinity "the mostbenesions entitled 'Co-education at Trinity: Women Making a ficial thing to happen
Difference." In a sense, it was a homecoming for many of to this College since
these "pioneers" in the College's history.
I've been here." ProOn January 11,1969, Trinity announced its intentions to fessor Stewart and forgo co-educational. The decision was made quickly and mer Vice President
decisively in response to the wave of single-sex schools that Smith joined three of
began opening their doors to women.
Trinity' s first graduates
According to former Vice President Thomas A. Smith to discuss the 'early
'44, a 1965 study of the College indicated the admission of years' of co-education
women both feasible and desirable. "Most of the faculty here on Saturday, April 28.
Judy Dworin '70
had experience with co-ed institutions", said Smith, "so [the
was one of the first four • '"
prospect of women on campus] was imminent."
Kathleen Frederick sensed this willingness on the part of women to graduate
the faculty. Although the adjustment to the campus was from the College. As a
difficult, Frederick believes that the faculty, for the mostpart, senior exchange stumade her life here easier. "The faculty was so supportive of dent from Smith Col-By Jay AkasieNews Staff Writer

lege, Dworin sensed change on the Trinity campus, and
wanted to stay. She, too, pointed to the encouragement
from the faculty as one of her reasons to remain at the
College, although, as she commented "Trinity was a very
male place to be."
Robin Messier Pearson '73 agreed. "I was struck by
the immaturity ofmany men at Trinity -especially upperclassmen." She noticed that "most of the men were from
all-male prep schools, and weren't used to living and
Please see Twenty Page 4

Pass/Fail System to Change
Low Pass Increment Added to Grade System
-By Hugh M.M. AndersonNews Editor
The faculty voted unanimously to change the Pass/Fail
system Tuesday in an effort to
increase classroom morale and the
intellectual atmosphere on campus. The new system will incorporate a "Low Pass" grade which
corresponds to a "D" average, and
will be in effect for the fall term of
1990.
"The essential rationale was
to distinguish between students
who did creditable work and students whose work was marginal,"
Dean of the Faculty Jan Cohn
said. "The deep line rationale has
to do with preserving two things:
one of them the genuine purpose
of the Pass/Fail option, which is
to let students experiment where
they have no skills or background
yet have intellectual curiosity, but

at the same time to maintain the
integrity of any particular classroom."
The motion to change the
Pass/Fail system was a result of
the continually growing number
of frustrated professors disgruntled wiuVthe lackadaisical,
outlook of students taking courses
with a Pass/Fail option.' According to Professor Andrew Gold,
Chair of the Friday Committee,
which concentrates on the intellectual atmosphere on campus,
faculty members" had reported
"some tremendous morale problems" with students utilizing the
Pass/Fail option. During the
course of this year, the
Committee's discussions "produced the view that faculty...felt
they had many students using the
Pass/Fail option who were content to get by with a 'D.' That
affected morality in the class."
As a result, the Friday Committee presented a motion to the
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Academic
Affairs
Committee
that the Pass/
Fail option This picture of Commencement was taken in 1971. Only one woman is visible in a sea of males.
be amended
so as to provide some incentive
-i'or suuteriiib who-iio Uic ic««»v
amount of work necessary to
achieve "passing" status. One
proposal was of a Pass/D+/D/D-/
Fail system, but it was felt that it
Koochekzadeh. "It basically
-By Mark Russellwas "too fine a set of distinccomes down to either getting big
tions," Cohn said. Another pro'• Managing Editor
•money and big-name band or
posal suggested that the Pass/Fail
saving our money to spend it some
option be changed to Credit/No
After a year-long search, the other way. This year we tried to
Credit, with a C- and above indi- time has arrived. The Trinity accommodate everyone' s point of
cating credit, and a D+ and below College Activities Council an- view."
signifying no credit, but it was nounced the agenda and the bands
The format of the weekend
feared that a student would be for the upcoming Spring Week- will be unique in its incorporation
penalized by Academic Probation, end. This year's festivities will of events directly involving stuif he ended up in the "D" range of have a number of new events.
dents and the community. Events
a course.
The scheduled bands for will begin at 4:00 pm on Friday
The accepted proposal, Pass/ Sunday will be One People, a and will continue until Sunday
Low Pass(D)/Fail, however, will reggae band, the Jungle Brothers, evening.
Friday will be the day of
a rap group, and The Stampers, a
Please see Low Pass, Page 3
student bands on the Cave Patio.
rock and roll band.
This weekend culminates a The featured bands include The
six month search on the part of the Bearded Nuns, Whereabouts
thirteen member TCAC. A num- Unknown, The Skillet Lickers,
starchy, unhealthy and unappe- ber of bands were considered Cat In The Hat, Chris} Taylor, and
two others. The bands will begin
tizing," one student says. "I usu- before these three were chosen.
"At this 'college' level [bands in the afternoon and continue unti I
ally end up eating the cereal."
Other complaints range from the that play at colleges], the bands approximately midnight.
Saturday morning will find
quality of meat served to incon- are very undependable," said
TCAC president " Kamrari the Trinity community reaching
venient meal hours.
The complaints were discov- Koochekzadeh '90. "They get out to the children of Hartford.
ered through a survey of about one hit, they start to charge [un- The first annual Fun Fair for Kids
will take place from 10 am-2 pm
four hundred students conducted reasonable amounts.]"
"Everyone has an opfnion on the fields. Local elementary
by the Food Committee. The survey gathered the opinions of more about how Spring Weekend
work,"
said Please see Full, Page 4
students than have ever been sur- should
veyedfortheirfeelings on SAGA.
The main idea that the survey
elucidated.is that no students are
happy with Marriot as it is now.
.
The most significant change
that the Food Committee is planning on making is the addition of
Homophobia and Sexism.........—2
a yogurt/ soft-serve ice cream
machine, after determining from
Letter From Melissa Gold,.,.........4
the survey that 94% of the stuSnipers in the Tlrees............ .........5
dents would use one.
The cost of the machine is
about $14,000; the increase in
Tripod's Not TheOnly One.ttau*aama*Q$
meal plans has been estimated at
about twenty dollars per student.
Maryland Spared, Wes Not m
The machine would serve frozen
Chick Takes Aim.....**..
yogurt every other day, and softPlease see Full, Page 4

Spring Weekend '90 to
Bring Variety of Events

SGA Food Committee Releases Survey
-By Anna B. DavidNews Writer
The Food Committee, a group
made up of SGA members Craig
Woerz '93 , Dyllan McGee '93,
Chris Gillon '93, Paolo Barbosa

'93 and non-SGA member Adam
Hammer '93, are working with
Hank Strashnick, the Food Service Director of Marriott, on improving the quality of food served
in the cafeteria.
"The foods in SAGA are
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The tires of Jen Osborne were pilfered Sunday morning. Students are
questioning the effectiveness of the Security Office. Full coverage next
week
Photo by Patricia Pierson
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Opinion
Editorial

PAA Holding Open House at Umoja

other cross-cultural artwork. like to thank the following indiTo the Editor:
The House, Library, and Recently, PAA funded the pur- viduals and organizations for their
Museum committees of the Pan chase of some new artwork. The contributions: Professor of BiolAfrican Alliance will be holding artwork in the Umoja House is an ogy Dr. John Simmons, Director
an Open House on May 11 from 4 array of African, African Ameri- of Mather Hall Ann Gushee, Van
to 5:30 pm at the Umoja House. can and Caribbean artwork. The Johnson of WRTC and the Trinity
The
Umoja House is the black Open House is an attempt to in- Women's Organization. RefreshThe April 3,1990 edition of the Western Connecticut State cultural
and social center at Trin- crease the awareness of the cul- ments will be served and all are
University Echo featured their lampoon issue, The Weekly Wprld ity. These committees have been tural diversity within the Black welcome.
Yecho. It also featured some of the worst decision making by an working together to refurnish the community and provide more
editor-in-chief the Tripod has seen in the Connecticut school House with artifacts for the mu- exposure to the Umoja House. Sincerely,
seum, books-for the library, and The Pan African Alliance would Mary Ann Brooks '92
papers.
One of the articles in the joke issue was titled "BSBS
Boycotts Gymnasium! Club demands 'Blacker' Name."
The article was about the fictional group Brothers and
Sisters for a Blacker Society, and their refusal to use the school's
To the Editor:
gym until it was renamed the Billy Dee Williams Joint. The
I would like to extend a belated "thank you" to all the student organizations responsible for bringYecho then fictionally attributes the President of the school with ing back Don Muhammad to lecture in the Washington Room on March 13.1 was abroad in the fall
and did not have the privilege of attending Minister Muhammad's first lecture. I was therefore very
the following quotation: "Hell, we gave 'em a dance in February.
pleased to be a member of the audience at this spring's lecture. Although there was much controversy
Who does this guy [BSBS President Cameron] Revels think he
surrounding Don Muhammad's "ideology", I found the lecture to be stimulating, enlightening, and,
is anyway, Bo Didley?"
indeed, quite free of any inappropriate dialogue such as the racism allegedly present at Muhammad's
Giving the name BSBS to the Black student group suggests
first lecture. It is a credit to Trinity that we have student organizations (i.e. the Pan African Alliance,
that the plight of minorities is nothing but B.S. The fictional
Black Power Serves Itself) that will overcome all obstacles of scheduling and adverse publicity (such
protest to change the name to the Billy Dee Williams Joint
as was present prior to the event on March 13) in order to bring us the opportunity to witness any
makes a mockery of real issues of racism and discrimination
lecturer, no matter what their speech's subject matter might entail. I hope these and other organizations
that obviously exist at Western Conn.
will continue to afford the students, faculty, and the greater Trinity College Community the chance to
The Tripod's editorial policies are, unfortunately, not
attend lectures of Don Muhammad's magnitude in the future. Their efforts are much appreciated by
immune from prejudice. They fall into the same traps as the rest
this student and, no doubt, by others as well.
of society. But such a blatantly offensive act should not be
Sincerely,
tolerated by the Western Conn students. The article brings into
Andrew Halpern '91
question the ability of the state-funded schools to educate their
students in such pressing social matters as this. The editor of
the Echo has hopefully learned a lesson from his mistake.
The opinions expressed in these letters do not necessarily reflect the views, thoughts,
Racism has many subtleties, and many complexities. But
opinions, or beliefs of the Tripod as a whole or in part.
the "BSBS" article has few subtleties. It is offensive and should
be admonished.

What Were They Thinking?

Halpem Thankful For Spring Lecture

Homophobia, Sexism Walk Hand in Hand
iy Diane
Homophobia is a concept
which we often hear tucked in the
middle of all the other "isms"
(racism, sexism, anti-Semitism,
etc.) But rarely is it defined or
analyzed. What does the word
homophobia really mean? By
definition, homophobia is the irrational fear and hatred of people
who love and sexually desire
people of the same sex. It is very
difficult to be a member of our
society and not have adopted at
least some of this fear and hatred.
In this way, homophobia doesn't

discriminate. It is internalized by
all of us, regardless of our sexual
orientation. However, how it
affects us varies greatly, depending en whether we are straight,
gay or bi-sexual. If we are heterosexual, we are often not aware of
homophobia in our lives and how
it affects us or the gay individuals
around us. If we are gay, lesbian
or bi-sexual, we are usually painfully aware of the daily insults,
assumptions and violence that
threatened our existence. Gay
men, lesbians and bisexuals must
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daring one's sexual orientation
may subject the individual to°ridicule, isolation and/or violence.
Keeping a gay identity hidden
threatens one's psychological
health. This is a difficult choice,
at best.
Why are people homophobic? One easy answer is that
people are simply ignorant or
uninformed. We learn myths such
as: homosexuality is a sin. It's
against nature. Gay people are
sick. Lesbians and gay men molest
children. Homosexuals are afraid
of members of the opposite sex.
Women become lesbians because
they've had a "bad" experience
with a man.
None of these myths can hold
up under examination. History
shows us that homosexuality has
always existed. We know that
same-sex sexual interaction between animals does occur. Since
Kinsey's research in the 1950's
we have known that at least one
out of every ten people is gay.
That percentage would more than
double if we included any person
who has ever had a sexual experience with a member of the same
sex. The American Psychological Society has said that it is no
more abnormal to be homosexual
than to be lefthanded. The eight
references in theBible whichhave
been perceived as condemning
homosexuality are disputed by
contemporary scholars.
As far as child abuse is concerned, research shows us that
heterosexual men constitute 95%
of the perpetrators. The FBI informs us that one out of every
three women will be raped in her
lifetime, If all women became
lesbians after being assaulted,
wouldn't there be many more
lesbians in the world? The fact is
that these myths don'texplain why
homophobia exists and why it is
such a widespread social disease.
Every widespread form of
human oppression has a purpose

homophobia are much deeper than
simply misinformation and.prejudice. Homophobia is directly tied
to sexism: One of its purposes is
to reinforce sex roles which helps
to keep our patriarchal culture in
place. If we look at homophobia
in this manner, it becomes very
clear that homophobia does, in
fact, make sense given its purpose.
Our patriarchal culture relies
on the belief that there are extreme differences between men
and women on the basis of gender. Men and women are assigned different sex roles. Women
are supposed to be feminine,
which means they are intuitive,
emotional, vulnerable, passive,
nurturing and indirect. Men are
supposed to be masculine, which
means they are logical, aggressive, competitive, direct and
strong. Fortunately human beings
are not made so narrowly by nature. Men and women can be
both strong and intuitive. Sex
roles are used to control our behavior. Our patriarchal system
could not continue as a maledominating institution if we were
not taught these beliefs as young
children and did not internalize
them.
What is often overlooked is
that homophobia is one of the
primary forces which gives these
characterassignments theirpower.
What is the label that is given to
women who are not sweet and
passive? Lesbian. What do teenagers call the boy in their class
who is not aggressive and will not
fight? Faggot. When Women are
assertive and men nurture each
other, they are immediately suspect, no matter how heterosexual
they are. The words lesbian and
gay, when used to insult and
denounce, carry with them the

privilege. When used in this
manner, they mean, "You'd better keep in line, or we will ostracize and condemn you." That is
why so many women are afraid to
call themselves feminists. Feminism challenges the social order.
Women know from experience
that labeling themselves feminists
will result in a challenge to their
"femininity". They will be called
lesbians.
A lesbian is seen as a women
who has stepped out of the social
order. A woman who has given
up the protection of the nuclear
family. A woman who is able to
function quite adequately without the protection of a man. A
lesbian is seen as a threat to male
dominance and control. This is
the essence of sexism. Gay men
are also seen as a threat to male
dominance because they are
breaking ranks with male heterosexual solidarity. They are giving
up. the power they could easily
haveinourculture. They threaten
the status quo. This is why gay
people who pass as straight and/
or dress and behave according to
traditional sex roles are tolerated
much more than an openly gay
person who looks and behaves
androgynously.
Sexism .and homophobia
work' hand in hand. To truly
understand how homophobia
works and whatfunction it serves,
we must examine why our society
has such a strong need to allocate
characteristics by gender. A great
deal of homophobic behavior has
little to do with a lack of understanding of how a person could
love and be sexual with a member
of the same sex. Instead it is a
reflection of a person's fear of and
inability to tolerate a person who
is not behaving according to societally-defined gender roles.

Next Tuesday's Tripod, May 8, will he the last of the semester

Food Committee Survey Released

A smiling group of students poses following their work at the Hartford Hunger Clean-Up, which took
place last Sunday. The Clean-Up is a one-day community service event which raises money for local and
national relief agencies while providing services in the community. Over 100 students participated in the
Clean-Up, which took them to places such as Foodshare, the Salvation Army Marshall Home, and St. Elizabeth's.
Photo by Sue Muik
Orphanage.

Three Full Days of Spring Weekend
Continued from Page 1
school children from around
Hartford will be treated to 22
scheduled booths in a carnival
atmosphere. TCAC will provide
free food and drinks for the children.
The afternoon activities are
directed at the students. The Clash
of the Classes, a series of competitions sponsored by the Alumni

Office, will pit teams of about 15 Field House. The bands are schedmembers of similar graduating uled to begin at 12:30 pm.
"Friday is for the students,
classes against one another in
events such as the egg toss, tug of Saturday is for the community,
and Sunday is for everyone," said
war, and a pie eating contest.
Sunday will be the day of the the TCAC president.
bands. The bands will play out on
the Life Science Quad if it is a
nice day. In the unlikely event
that the day is inclement, the festivities will move indoors to the

tent with the Pass/Fail system, no
one suggested it be abandoned.
"The faculty likes it [the idea of a
Pass/Fail option] and approves of
it and doesn't want to see it corrupted," Cohn said.

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

Evening Summer Courses
1990
Confronting Homelessness in America
(American Studies)

Staff elections are tonight,
Tuesday, May 1.
Openeings are available
in:
News
Opinion
World and Nation
Features
Arts
College Life
Announcements
Sports

Spiritual Movements in
Contemporary America.
Introduction to the History of Art in the West II
Impressionism and
French Painting
American Architecture
Human Biology
Myth and Reality: Men,
Women, and Society
in Ancient Greece and
Rome
Economic Principles
Corporation Finance
Writing I
Critical Reading
The Jazz Age: American
Literary Voices of the
1920s
The Nature of Narrative

Anyone may run, but
only current staff
may vote.

James Joyce

Jazz Improvisation

The Postmodernist AntiAesthetic and the
Postmodernist Aesthetic

Listening to Music Jazz:
1900 to the Present

British Cultural Studies

American Music: An
Historical Survey

Victorian Cities: A
Social History of 19th
Century Britain

Logic

Women in European
Society: 1789-Present

The History and Politics
of South Africa

The U.S., the Prosperous
Years, 1900-1929

The Psychology of
Gender Difference

Elements of Statistics

Individual and Group
Rights in Law and Policy

Calculus II

v\

(.

Latin American Literature in Translation:
Magic Realisms
Readings in French
Literature
Elementary Modern
Hebrewl

Administration and
Public Policy

All classes meet in the
evening.
Some classes meet as
early as May 24.

Literature, Ideology, and
"Perestroyfca": Where
are the Soviets Going?

For additional information, contact
the Office of Special Academic Programs
297-2150, Hartford, CT 06106

TRINITY
Be a part of one of the best
newspapers in New England

students can use their ID's all the
time.
What is being taken into
consideration is changing the
dinner hours from 5:15-7:00P.M.
to 5:30-7:45 P.M. Even this
change would increase the cost of
meal plans, however, for "the
later in the day you want people to
work, the more you have to pay
them," Strashnick says.
Another cbnsideriation is the
changing of breakfast hours, so
that students who have a first class
that starts at 10:30 or 11:30 can
still eat a hot breakfast in SAGA.
An estimated three-hundred students attend breakfast in SAGA.
There is a possibilty that
eventually the Koeppel Center will
become another SAGA where
students can use their ID's. This
idea, like many other proposed,
will "come out of the pockets of
the students," says Woerz.
Strashnick in particular has
been "great about listening to
people's complaints," according
to Woerz. The main point emphasized by both Woerz and
Strashnick is that Marriott is open
to any suggestions, but students
must understand that they will be
the ones paying for it.

TRINITY COLLEGE

Low Pass Added to Grades
Continued from Page 1
not calculate the Low Pass grade
as a "D" into a student's average,
but the fact that a Low Pass indicates a "D" grade will be clearly
describedonastudent's transcript.
Regardless of faculty discon-

Continued from Page 1
serve ice cream on the off-days.
If we are not given the money
needed for the maintenance and
cost of the machine from the
school, we will hold fund-raisers
in order to get the money," said
Woerz.
Another significant complaint
from students is the combination
of foods served. Some of the most
favored foods, as determined by
the survey, are BLT's, turkey
(from the deli), spaghetti, chicken,
and grinders. Some least-favored
foods are fish, hamburgers, meatloaf, stew, and veal.
Students feel that Marriott
combines two of the most-favorite dishes together one day, and
combines two of the leasf-favorite dishes together the next day.
Strashnick will actually give
the Food Committe a list of possible entrees, and the Food Committee will be free to make up the
meal combinations. The committee will be allowed to make some
choices regarding combinations
of entrees.
Other ideas that have been
brought up are the addition of a
new fast food bar, a change in
meal hours, and the possibilty of
adding another cafeteria where

C O L L E G E
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News
Twenty Years of Coeducation: Just How Far Have We ComeY
Continued from Page 1
dealing with women on a day to
day basis. Eventually, they got to
know women as friends and participants in the classrooms, which
led to a much more natural environment."
A different view of the atmosphere of the early years of coeducation at Trinity was given by
Rebecca G. Adams '74.
Originally a student of History, Adams called her experiences in the department "unpleasant." She commented, "One professor required women to wear
skirts to class." Adams also recalled recieving an 'A' on a certain history paper accompanied
with the comment "riot bad for a
woman".
The student body was not the
only facet of the College to un-

dergo a change in the early 1970' s.
In adiscussion entitled 'TheFeminization of the Faculty,' four of
Trinity's professors spoke of the
obstacles they experienced as
women at the College. Professor
Dori Katz, who arrived at Trinity
in 1969, felt that as a woman "you
were always treated as a guest."
She believed that during the
early years she was always treated
cordially, but felt her initial role
was more like a token woman
rather than a true member of the
faculty. Professor Milla B. Riggio expanded on this idea, commenting that there was a quick
"snapping up" of women faculty
members. "Every major committee and activity had to have a
woman." Riggio said.
Associate- Professor of Religion Ellison B. Findly made ref-

erences to more recent issues
prevelant in the College. She
discussed the problems that a
woman can have adhering to
Trinity's scheduling. "From2:30
to 6:00 every day, I am unable to
be on campus due to the responsibilities I have at home.
Professor Findly believes that
the College should look more at
family life, so it can "take into
accountthe day-to-day details that
you have to deal with."
Ten years ago, Kathleen
Frederick wrote in the Trinity Reporter that it was too soon to truly
evaluate the progress of women at
Trinity in such a short time. Now,
after paricipating in a weekend of
discussions marking twenty years
of co-education, Frederick is
pleased about the past and realistic concerning the future.

Clement Lecture 1990

"Our College Campuses: Still Forums for Free Speech?"

by Nat Hentoff
Columnist for the Villiage Voice and the Washington Post
Noted authority on First Amendment Rights
Presented by St. Anthony Hall
The Clement Lecture is presented
annually as a gift from St. Anthony Hall
Literary Society to the Trinity Community

Washington Room,
Mather Campus Center,
Tuesday, May 1
8 P.M.

WE'VE JUST HIRED
SOME EXCEPTIONAL TALENT.

"We've made big progress,
but I still think we have a way to
go." Frederick also cautioned
"Sexism still exists in our society.
If we don't overcome it there, we

won't overcome it here at Trinity."
Thanks to all who Made the
Cleanup a success!

B
A Letter From the President:
The SGA has had a year of grea accomplishments through hard
work and dedicated members. The following list is just some of the
subjects discussed and acted on this year,
-The Student Judiciary Board and Honor Code proposal, coauthored by David Gerber and Arin Wolfson, was passed by the
SGA and is now being reviewed by faculty and administration.
-The SGA is undergoing a process of revitalizing a student published course evaluation book that will come out every semester.
-During alcohol awareness week, the SGA held the winning alcohol-free event of the RA Challenge.
-During National Hunger and Homelessness Week, the SGA held
a very successful campus-wide soap and toothpaste drive.
-Mather Bookstore Committee, chaired by Julie Coe, has had an
intensive bookstore investigation this year and has made its recommendation. There will be a new bank machine, change machine,
mailbox, and clock put up on the north side of campus (in High
Rise). There will be a photocopy machine and fax machine for
student use in Mather. Additional clocks have been installed
around Mather.
-Transportation Committee, chaired by Nathan Sage, ran a successful shuttle to the bus/train station and the airport before Spring
Break.
from the food survey that they distributed to make some changes in
Marriott. A frozen yogurt machine will be installed for next year.
-Minority Affairs Committee, chaired by Corrie Foster, has investigated and made recommendations for improving the Racial Harassment Policy, including adding the step of having an informal
level of filing a complaint. They were instrumental in making
Minority Recruitment Weekend a huge success. They investigated
racism in Trinity's Sports Teams and recommendeed the hiring of
more minority coaches and sensitivity training for coaches.

WENDY DUNN,
MATTHEW RODRIGUEZ,
RANDOLPH PARENT,
NEIL WALSH

-Elections Committee, chaired by Audrey Brashich, did a wonderful job in running a faultless election day.

The Travelers is proud to announce that the students listed
above will be joining us as new employees this year.

-The steering board, the executive committee of the SGA, attended
a conference in Washington DC on leadership and many other
planning skills.

Whether in information processing, engineering, telecommunications, finance, actuarial or one of our many other entry-level
positions or training programs, we look forward to the contributions
these talented people will make to our business.
We'd like to thank all of you who interviewed with us. And we
wish the best of luck to all of this year's graduates.

-Housing Committee, chaired by Malcolm MacLean, worked
throughout the year on many different housing issues with Kristina
Dow.
-The SGA has donated funds for the following events: Sexual
Assault Awareness Week, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Week, an
IDP lecture, an area studies lecture, the Bantam Ball, the Senior
Class Ball, and the Daily Planet.

-The SGA had a team participating in the Hartford Hunger CleanUp and sponsored a contest for the team that raised the most money.
-The SGA will serve as monitors at the TCAC carnival on May 5
for Hartford elementary kids and supply carnival candy to the
children.
-The student activities fee was raised this year from $200 and $210.
-The SGA Award to be given out on Honors Day will go to Abigail
Bordner for her work in starting the peer counseling program for
sexual assault victims on campus.
-The SGA person of the year went to Julie Coe for her hard work in
chairing the SGA Mather/Bookstore Committee.

Theftavelersj
You're better off under the Umbrella®
© \99O The Travelers Companies, Hartford, Connecticut 06183,

-Security Committee, chaired by Arin Wolfson, asked and received
a change in the handbook whereby two males can now request a
security shuttle. Wolfson also sat on the search committee for a new
security director.

An Equal Opportunity Employer.

As president of the SGA, I would like to thank everyone on the SGA
for working hard and accomplishing all that we set out to do. A
special thanks goes to Sharon Simkiss, the Vice President, for her
unending support and hard work. I would also like to wish David
Friedman and Joe Ragaglia the best of luck next year as the newly
elected President and Vice President of the SGA.
Melissa R. Gold '90
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World & Nation
Triple Crowns Who Will Win
-By Bill GhentWorld & Nation Writer

The Balance of Powers
Two Points of View
In 1987 Paul Kennedy's book, The Rise and Fall of Great
Powers, caused an uproar among the general public and a
heated debate in academic circles. His book examined the
decline of the great empires from the 1500's until today,
including such hegemons as Spain in the sixteenth century and
Great Britain in the nineteenth. In his examination of the
dissolution of these empires, Mr. Kennedy discovered some
common threads of imperial exhaustation, namely miliatary
overextension and fiscal improprities. If he had concluded his
anaysis here the book would not have raised the ire of many
Americans nor would it have climbed to the top of the best
seller list, but Mr. Kennedy took his thesises one step further
and applied it to the leading power of the twentith century, the
United States.
While Mr. Kennedy's anaylsis may have been a little
streched and perhaps too fatalistic, it provided an excellent
basis upon which Americans could raise legitamite questions
concerning America's overseas obligations and our prospects
for future world leadership. But as time passed, and the book
slowly slid down the best seller list, America quickly neglected
the lessons Mr. Kennedy tried to teach us and concentrated its
energies on a Presedential campaign which discussed such
burning questions as the health of Boston Harbor and the
criminal acts of one Willie Horton.
One would have thought that a Presidential election,
coming on the heels of such a provactive book, would have
become a Hurculean struggle between differing solutions to
the unique problems of "imperial overstretch." Unfortunaetly
it did not, but we did, however, elect a President with a clear
mandate to clean up Boston Harbor and stop early parole
programs.
'Another factor which contributed to our neglecl of Mr.
Kennedy's thesis was the rapid dissolution of the Soviet empire
and the quickening pace of its economic decline. Our main
ideological and military competotor for over forty years began
to fall apart and we suddenly become the defacto winners of the
Manchean struggle called the Cold War. It is extremely difficult
to defend the propostion that America is in decline when our
main adversary is unraveling right before our very eyes.
In 1990 another book, The Changing Nature of American
Power by Joseph Nye, addresses these same issues. While
Nye's conclusion differs with Kennedy's/ Nye claims that the
United States is still, and will remain the number one power in
the world) he notes some of the same disturbing trends that
could thwart the United States's attempts to exercise this
leadering role in the future. He cites as examples the decline in
Amercian productivity and savings and the deterioaration of
our education system.
Hopefully Mr. Nye's anyalsis will again capture the
minds of the Amercian public, and hopefully this time we will
not allow our leaders to skirt these important questions or
allow ourselves to become falsely complacent due to the decline
of our enemy.

Just about one year ago, the
eyes of the horse racing world
focused on what many thought
would be a "sure thing" to win the
triple crown, a horse named Easy
Goer. His impressive victories
and pedigree suggested that He
might rush off with one of the
mostimpressi ve trophies in sports.
But a horse trained by the "bald
eagle", Mr. Charlie Wittingham,
stopped Easy Goer both at the
Kentucky Derby and at the Preakness Stakes; his name was, of
course, Sunday Silence. Easy
Goer took revenge in his home
state of New York in the Belmont
Stakes, as he trounced Sunday
Silence by ten lengths. Once
again, Easy Goer was atop the
polls as the best thoroughbred
around until a dark day at
Gulfstream Park in Florida. It
was deemed to be the race that
would determine Horse of the
Year, another confrontation between one of the most attractive
rivalries in horse racing. But as
the Breeders' Cup Classic, carrying a purse of three million dollars
came to a close, Easy Goer made
a desperate attempt to make up
the six lengths lost to Sunday
Silence near the last three-quarters of the race. Easy Goer fell
short again by a neck, and Sunday
Silence ended up the Horse of the
Year, capturing three of the four
most, important races for threeyear olds, much to my dismay.
This year, the race for the
triple crown may not have the
same potential as lastyear; thatis,
from the outside looking in, but
from the horse's perspective, one
can never tell. The mood this
entire season has been one of
skepticism, as last year's two-year
old champion, Rythm, has had a
dismal year, failing to win any of
the Derby preps. The other early
favorite, Grand Canyon, who had
run the fastest race by a two-year
old ever, was hampered by an
injury, and will not be able to race
until the triple crown is over. The
field was wide open, and two
horses have come to the forefront.
As Easy Goer and Sunday
Silence made last year's races a
two-horse duel, it seems that this
year may produce a similar situ-

ation. The Derby favorites ar
Mister Frisky and Summer Squall,
both coming from behind in the
pack to answer the questions horse
racing experts posed to them earlier in the year. Mister Frisky will
probably enter as the overall favorite. The horse, once purchased
for $1500, a small fee in horse
breeding,,was hardly expected to
make it as the Derby favorite, but
he has one major advantage in the
Derby, he has never lost. Bom in
Florida, and raced in Puerto Rico,
he won his first thirteen races over
lesser horses. In the States, Mister Frisky continued his undefeated streak to sixteen, as his last
victory came at the Santa Anita
Derby on April 7th. Incidentally,
the last two Derby winners, Winning colors and Sunday Silence,
both won the Santa Anita as well.
Mister Frisky's sixteen consecutive victories is the longest in the
116 year history of the Kentucky .
Derby. Regardless of pedigree or
the quality of the horses which he
has run against, Mister Frisky's
record proves he is. worthy of
respect, and will be primed to take
it at the Derby.
The other favorite, the Kentucky-bred Summer Squall, purchased for$300,000 as ayearling,
will be the sentimental and local
favorite. Though small in stature.
Summer Squall is quick and versatile and has won seven of his
eightraces, the last being theBlue
Grass Stakes on April 14th, a race
that was deemed the most difficuli prej) of ihe year <iua 10 Us
outstanding .entries. Looking
beaten near the end of the race,
S ummer Squallstuck his head out
and charged forward taking the
Blue Grass by a length and a half,
to the cheering of his Kentuckian
fans which will no doubt be baking him against his West coast
challenger,-Mister Frisky in the
Derby.
B ut he Derby has other interesting prospects, too. Thirty Six
Red, Land Rush, and Unbridled
look to be promising and could be
a threat to both Mister Frisky and
Summer Squall. One horse that
may not be in the Derby is Champageneforashley. After five career starts without a loss, Champagneforashley lost by a length at
the Wood Memorial on April 21 st.
He had two good excuses, though

- he had raced just eight days
earlier in the Dewitt Clinton
Handicap, winn ing by a 12 length
margin, he was also forced to race
from the outside throughout the
Wood and consequently tired at
the end. But even if he chooses to
skip the Derby and return for the
Preakness or Belmont, his impressiveness might just make him
the horse to beat later this year as
his distance races improve.
But as the Kentucky Derby
comes to a close this Saturday at
Churchill downs, the unanswered
questions will be answered and
the first leg of the Triple Crown
will be history. Lastyear, I picked
a horse named Houston to win
both the Derby andthePreakness,
I was wrong. His pedigree and
beauty appealed to me and others,
but two horses made it a bit difficult for him to win. I then chose
Easy Goer as my favorite, and he
then lost in the Breeder's Cup
Classic. So, I hate to jinx this
year's Derby by announcing my
pick, but that has never stopped
me before.
Back in January, when the
horse racing scene was dark, I
looked at polls and picked ahorse
who was then seventh as my preDerby favorite, Since then, he has
raced beautifully and has risen to
the number one position in those
polls. If anyone has ever watched
the Derby on TV, or has ever had
the chance to go to what may be
the fines t moments in all of sports,
then they know the absolute thrill
oi Rearing uie spectators joining
together to "My Old Kentucky
Home", or of the post-Derby parade as people realize that within
a few moments one of them will
be wearing the bed of roses given
to the winner, or of the last few
seconds of the race as the announcer screams "And down the
stretch they come!" That is why
the Derby is so special; that is
why it enchants so many of us as
we watch the thoroughbreds battle
it out down the stretch. One cannot help but to feel for Mister
Frisky's record, or the courage of
Summer Squall. So as the Derby
comes to a close on May 5th, my
heart will be racing along with the
horses, and hopefully, Mister
Frisky will be in the lead and take
the race right out from under those
other losers.

Roger and Me and America: How to Employ a Nation
-By Matt DrinkwaterWoiid & Nation Writer
I recently saw the movie
"Roger & Me," and it made me
think about a few things.
First of all, businesses exist
to make money by providing a
product for consumption. They
act in their own self interest; they
try to maximize profits. Easy
enough.
Second, people work to make
money. Without money, people
cannot legally acquire the goods
necessary to survive. Simple.
Third, we live in a free-enterprise system in the United States.
Firms can produce any product
approved by the government, at
whateverprice, for as long as they
can, whenever and wherever they
want. Anyone can go into business. Great. Oh yes, and businesses canhire orfire anyone they
please.
Well, not quite. There are

an ti-discrimination laws, governmentprice control, differing regulations in different parts of the
country, labor unions and so forth.
Clearly, a truly laissez-faire system would not ensure a" stable
economy.
Okay, so businesses are
somewhat limited in our capitalist set up. But their common goal
remains the same: make as much
money as possible. Now the question, the very difficult question
asked repeatedly in "Roger &
Me," arises, Do businesses owe-it
to the labor force to provide jobs?
Let's say someone invents
some type of super-android that
can do everything a human being
can and more. They can be easily
manufactured, and, of course, do
not need food, shelter or wages. In
a world where businesses do not
need food, shelter or wage. In a
world where businesses do not
owe anything to their workers (
and unions have no power), they
could replace the humans with

androids and watch their profits
skyrocket due to decreased costs.
Yet mass unemployment would
result. Those hardest hit would be
the blue-collar workers, who
cannot easily switch jobs. Thus,
though productivity dramatically
increase, and the economy would
grow, the nation's resources, in
the form of able bodied workers,
would got to waste. Unless, of
course, someone could provide
some sort of income for the displaced workers. Since, in this case,
businesses don't owe anything to
the workforce, one cannot look to
them. It would thus fall on the
government's shoulders to find
jobs for workers, most of whom (
keeping with current conditions)
have only a high school education
or less, when almost every blue
collar job has been filled by an
android. Not an easy task.
If, on the other hand unions
were very powerful and businesses
ensured job security for their
workers, the androids wouldn't

replace humans. But then firms
wouldn't be maximizing profits,
and would run the risk of the technology being utilized elsewhere
in the world. Clearly, simply ignoring new technological opportunities (or, for that matter, any
potentially profit-increasing
chances) is both foolhardy and
unrealistic.
Though I have created an
extreme example, displaced workers are a disturbing reality in places
like Flint,Michigan; the setting ,
for "Roger & Me." I n the search*
for profits, General Motors found
ti could make a few more billion
by hiring workers in Mexico for
wages a paper boy would scoff at
and closing down plants in America, including a few in Flint,
thereby laying off over 30,000
auto workers.
It is a scary thought to think
of Flint as a microcosm of the
country at large, but it may be
true: businesses, trying to keep up
withthe Japanese and other for-

eign markets by seeking ways to
cut costs, having to lay off workers, creating mass unemployment,
which raises the crime rate, the
number of people under the poverty line, and, in general, makes
the area horrendous to live in. The
poor get poorer and the rich get
richer. Without question, unemployment must be avoided if
possible.
Yet, is it possible? It seems
impossible to expect businesses
to necessarily provide jobs; if this
were the case; we would be living
in a Marxist state. However, as
mentioned earlier, the government
limits some of the actions of firms
in America. Slowing the implementation of newtechnology might
be the answer. That way, people
would have sometime to pursue
other careers. Education, which
inevitably increases the job mobility of the worker, always helps.
I don't profess to know the
answer. But looking into the faces
of evicted families in Flint made
me wonder if there are any.

Arts
Aunt Dan and Lemon Offers Food for Thought
-By Maria BlackburnAustin Arts Center Publicist
The average veiewing audience,
upon seeing something in an "entertainment media" which causes them
to feel an extreme emotion (like, fear,
disbelief or disgust), has a tendency
to disassociate themselves from the
very action taking place in front of
their nose. "Its not real. Those people
are all actors. Its only a play,'1 they
say (or a film or TV) and thus having
squelched these nasty unpleasant
feelings so they can continue on with
their lives. Once in a while, however,
there comes along a play or movie
that will not leave you alone. It is
something far too real to forget. In
fact, it is so disturbing that it follows
you home from the theatre and invades not only your thoughts but your
life and ultimately ends up altering
both somehow. Aunt Dan and Lemon
is one of those plays.

The art of Wandi Mothudi, whose art is on display at Mather.

One of Ireland's most original and mesmerizing authors,

Eilean Ni Chuilleanain

will be giving a poetry reading
Thursday, May 3 at 8 p.m.
in the Alumni Lounge, Mather Hall

Aunt Dan and Lemon is not a
pleasant play. This is not to say that
it is not good, but rather that it is
unsettling. People-swear in it. They
argue, have kinky sex, talk about death
and suffer from eating disorders,
depression and insanity. Most of all,
however, they just talk. And it is this
talking which is the most unsettling
of all.
The play mainly concerns the
relationship between it's two title
characters or, to clarify even further,
the influence of the former on the
latter. This is expressed in a series of
long monologues interspersed with a

Now a senior lecturer in Renaissance literature at Trinity College Dublin, Chuilleana'in's poetry
has been described as ranging from meditations on myth and history to evocations of a human
landscape in which presences and absences are apprehended through her complex, imaginative
vision and her accomplished craft. Time and memory are explored; poems move from past to
1 back again with cinematic fluency. Events We felt before they .are understood and in
"""" 'li>lg'1"1 ''UlJIIIIWlWIIpfMrlfCW^
(Cammy Johnstone) is an anorerxic
Sponsored by the Women's Studies program.
/ young woman who lives not on food
or sleep but on the memories of the
Going back to Oxford
by Eilean Nf Chuilleanain
U
Something to lose; it came in the equipment
l! " M>r
Alongside the suicide pill and the dark blue card:
'I am a Catholic, please send for a priest'
'/.
With a space below for the next kin.
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Professor Fred Pfeil

Photo by Kathleen Thomas

You are cordially invited to the Trinity College Book Store, any
tune from 4-5:30p.m., Thursady, May 3, to helpcelebrate the publication of ai new book by Fred Pfeil.
The new book, Another Tale to Tell: Politics and Narrative in
Postmodern Culture (Verso, 1990), combines a selection of Pfeil's
articles and reviews from The Nation, The Village Voice and
elsewhere, with several new essays written specifically for this
volume. The result is a work which both uses and critiques
contemporary left and feminist theory as it sorts through a welter
of contemporary cultural texts and practices, from museum art to
SaiuidaiLNjghUjvc and Talking Heads, and from Back to the Future to "cyberpunk" science-fiction and Thomas Pynchon, for a
sense of the political impasses and openings in contemporary
American culture, and for the glimmerings of a radical postmodern politics that may truly provide us with "another tale to tell."
Please join us at the Bookstore in congratulating Fred and welcomf
d f h
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Something to lose; and going back to Oxford,
Though not for good this time, I lose it again
As the city advances like an old relation
It's no use insulting.
Notice how she repeats her effects,
The Victorian towers after the mediaeval slum,
As a yawn turns into a shiver and the air
Bites like a mould pulling me north
To the evacuated roads.
Here the eye shrinks from what it sees,
The toothmarks are showing where the .sharp spires got me;
And I agree to being chewed because
Alt that time I.was looking for a reliable experience
And here it is; I give in every time,
Repeat the original despair.
This is where I learned it.
Because pleasure is astonishing, but loss
Expected, never at a loss for words;
Tearducts built in at birth: something to lose:
The best kind of innocence, which is not to have been afraid,
Lost according to plan; and here I am, walking
Through old streets to a familiar bed. •

talks she had with Aunt Dan when she
was 11 years old and on a perverse
fascination with the history of Nazism. As the play proceeds her
memories are embodied by actors on
the stage and the audience learns of
her stressful ubringing' at the hands
of her parents (Nicole Moretti and
Chris Cooper) and of her strange relationship with her parent's best friend
Aunt Dan (Stephanie Ritz), an eccentric American tutor at Oxford who is
the most important figure in Lemon's
life.
As a character, Aunt Dan is an
original in every sense of the world.
She tells Lemon everything, from
political strategy, to socialist doctrine,
to her own personal sex exploits and
in the process the entire audience becomes enraptured as well. As the
quirky Aunt Dan, Ritz is wonderfully
adept at seducing us if not with her
bizzare philosophy on life but with
thein-credibilityoihercharacter. She
is especially weird, and entrancing
when she is acting with other characters like Mindy and Andy in the mini
scenes (Anna Menendez and Chris
Andersson) but often times in the
monologes she fails to hold our attention. These overly didactic monologues are not a fault Ritz's but of
Wallace Shawn's, the author of Aunt
Dan.
As Lemon, Johnstone is perfect
in every sense of the word. Physically, her frail body and gentle demeanor quickly gain our attention
and sympathy as we listen to her
recall memories and "friends" which
Ban-than-to—
herself. Johnstone wins us over so
thouroghly with her sweetness and
innocennce that at the climax of the
play, a 10 minute monologue justifying the Nazi extermination of the jews
during WW2, you feel betrayed by a
close friend.
And what of this controversial
final monologue which compares jews
to cockroaches, questions the meaning of compassion and leaves many
members of the audience more confused than shocked? It seems to suit
neither the fragi le Lemon nor the gorgeous environmental set (designed
by Jerry Rojo with lighting by Blu) or
even the Victorian trellis on the poster.
Or does it? A fragile woman, the set
and the trellis are all conventional
images of beauty which draw us closer
into the play and seduce us just as
Lemon was seduced by Dan's philosophy. There are many other important issues (like extreme intellectualization and self- obsession) which
arise as a result of this monologue and
all of them deserve more attention
than the 1 hour and 50 minute run of
Aunt Dan and Lemon. Director Josh
Karter of the Theatre and Dance
Deaprtment in his debut at Trinity has
certainly left us with something to
think about.

8 OiteAct Student Productions

Come see these eight plays, written, directed and starring Trinity students. Perfromed in Garmany
Hall, Austin Arts Center on Wed. and Thurs. of this week. Each play is approximately one-half hour
]
n.
°ng interspersed by ten-minute intermissions. In order of presentation, the one-acts are;
fcveTyone Thinks They're Family's Chwy (Directed by Kim Simmons, Written by Hope Weiner)
5:30 pm
..
Flight 666 (Directed by Penner Solic, Written by Alet Oury) 5:55 pm
Realities (Directed by Pete Papadopolous, Written by Terry Gfriffm) 7:00 pm
Creating Space (Directed by Scott English, Written by Jen Osborne) 7:30 pm
AH At Once and Not in Any Order (Directed by Sean Maloney, Written by Molly Lewis) 8:00
it's AJHi (Directed by Chris Cooper, Written by Steve Safran) 8:40 pra
Pardon Me, But Theresa Gun in This Play (Directed by Molly Lewis, Written by Stephanie
,
'
., ;
Kite) 9:10 pm
Living Cragy (Directed % Dyllan McGee, Written by Scott English) 9:40 pm
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Arts
Trinity Artscene

by Michael J. D'Amato
The Cook, The Thief His Wife & Her Lover is a sumptuous feast for the eyes which ends up
cloying the viewer with the pointlessness of its contents. We begin with a slow motion shot of
rabid dalmahons tearing at the flesh of carcasses (and each other) in a gorgeously lit
suberterranean world. It is a dog-eat-dog world on the street level as well. The impeccably
dressed servants open the doors to a delivery truck filled with rotten, fetid animal remains
inviting us to dme on the sadism that is about to begin. More cerebrus-like dogs bef owl a streetwith-no-name as a gang of thugs, pimps and miscreants led by Albert Spica (played by Michael
Gambon) forcefeed dogshit down a stripped man's throat. From this brief bit of nihilism on the
streets, we move into an ultra-pricy French restaurant which serves as the chief setting for most
of the film.
. °
The Cook, The Thief, His Wife & Her Lover is a morality play as well as an allegory of
appetites. Director Peter Greenaway obviously wants to forcefeed the viewer with his assaults
on our senses and what we hold dear in terms of food, sex and personal and social relationships.
"The Thief" of the film, Spica, tries his best to be despicable (and Greenaway does his best to
play one up on us by showing these despicable qualities as silly). Yet in terms of standing as
a grotesque of male theory and sadistic rage, Spica is nowhere near as effective as his cinematic
forefather, "Alex" (Malcolm McDowell) from fellow English (for all intents and purposes)
filmaker Stanley Kubrick's A Clockwork Orange, His role in the film is to sit at a table with his
underlings, gormandize on gourmet food and torture his wife, patrons of the restaurant, the
help, and anyone else he feels like.
His wife, Georgina, (played by Helen Miren), starved for love, gazes at the complete
opposite of her brutish husband, Michael, (played by Alan Howard). Michael dines alone
reading books on the French revolution. He is cultured, refined, and passive. He is also lustful,
for soon he and Georgina strike upon an erotic tryst in the bathroom while Spica and his cronies
continue to make pigs of themselves at the table. In order for us to stay interested in one locale
for so long, Greenaway milks the tensions that flow from the affair that occurs right under the
nose of a madman. Thus Georgina and Michael must make hurried love. They also find an ally
in "The Cook" (played by Richard Bohringer) who sets up a sexual sanctuary in the restaurant's
kitchen.
Visually the movie is often stunning. Greenaway stuffs the mise-en-scene with as many
planes of activity and clutter as he can. The camera sweeps languidly back and forth on a
horizontal path from the outside of the restaurant, to the kitchen, and to the dining room (once
again, Greenaway seems to imitate the style of Kubrick who's signature is the coldly detached
tracking shot). It stops frequently to frame a particularly beautiful shot. For example, a blondehaired androgynous busboy sings soprano in the foreground while chefs prepare food around
liim.
These scenes are lit by cinematographer Sacha Vierny, who worked, with Kesnais and
Bunuel. His lighting is so moving that virtually any still could be isolated from this film and
hung on the wall. He drenches the streetlife in black, the kitchen in a sickly tint of green, the
dining room in blood red and, in a particularly nifty trick, alters red hues to white when the
characters walk into the bathroom. Yet Greenaway fails to connect these "stills." Instead, each
shot looks exquisite while the film as a whole is lifeless.

5/2 - 5/27
Dudley Blossom
Paintings and sculture by this Trinity junior from
Pasadena, Ca. Mather Hall Artspace. 8 am10 pm daily. Opening reception tomorrow from
4:30-6:30 pm. FREE!!
5/2-5/14
Studio Arts
Annual studio arts program exhibition. Widener
Gallery, AAC. 1 pm - 5 pm daily. FREE!!
5/3
Eilean Ni Chuilleanain
Poetry reading by Irish poet who is currently the
senior lecturer in Renaissance literature at
Trinity College Dublin. 8 pm. Alumni Lounge,
Mather Hall.. FREE!!

5/5
Courtney Cimilluca
A flute recital by th'rg'Triffity sophomore form
•Summit, N.J. 1 pm. Trinity College Chapel.
FREE!!

Liz 'n Russ
By Liz Healy and Russ Kauff
Liz--Without Russ

Spring
Dance
^r Concert
a variety of innovative dances
all choreographed by
Trinity's own faculty and students
May 4 and 5
8 pm
Goodwin Theatre

Austin Arts Center
For tickets and information contact the Box Office at 297-2199
A PERFORMANCE PASS EVENT

In Pretty Woman directed by Garry Marshall, Vivien (Julia Roberts) asks her friend
to, "Name me someone that this happened to!" of her fairy tale-like romance with Edward
Lewis (Richard Gere). Her answer: "Cinderella." This is what is so entertaining about
Pretty Woman. It is pure fantasy. This is a storybook rorriance taking its heroine—a
prostitute—from seedy Hollywood Boulevard to posh Beverly Hills. These are both lands
of dreams—two perfect locales for such a story.
In many ways, Pretty Woman, is truly an updated My Fair Lady. There is even a scene
where Edward takes Vivien to the races, reminicient of Professor Higgins taking Eliza to
the Ascot in My Fair Lad^ And, just like Eliza, Vivien, while bettering herself into a
"lady," when she is hired by Edward to play his companion for a week, she betters her
teacher as well—teaching him a thing or two. However, this isn't an exact translation of
My Fair Lady^ for these characters both "screw people for money"; She literally, and he
in his business deals. We know that neither of them want to become emotionally involved
in business, yet we also know, as Hollywood legend goes, that they both inevitably will.
So, could there be any better way to escape than to see Pretty Woman.'? Hollywood always
does it best

TRINITY PIPES 30TH ANNUAL
BUTTONDOWN SOUNDS
SATURDAY,MAY5TH 730PM
HAMLIN HALL
Come loin the Pi s in a musical celebration as they finish
upp ThelrKnd
ThelrKnd y w i t h their^ggest . p w c e ^ t f t t e y e a n n
which
thev sing ALL of their songslll After the concert,
whi
the e will Be a wine and cheese reception in the Faculty
Club where you can buy a Pipes album
for the low low low
low price of $5 M
I ] hi I««0 BiilUmlXwn "^oimiis will K the luul T i p * . o m e r t forSemor P i p e
M K itt H u p m lorn WIH S I,M mil <.mtn t J . p t < lulidi 11

MAKE IT PART OP YOUR'
SPRING WEEKEND!!!
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College Life
Newspaper Industry Is Seeing Red
Sluggish Advertising Market Causing Operating Losses
-By Dennis CauchonUSA Today
In the good old days — about 18 months ago — the
Concord (N.H.) Monitor printed plump andprofitable 60page newspapers. President George Wilson decided the
prosperous publication deserved a new $7 million plant.
"I brought on the newspaperrecession," Wilson says,
joking. "As soon as I decided to build the plant, everything
fed apart." Today, the Monitor averages 40 pages a day.
The newspaper industry is in its worst slump since the
early 1970s. Advertising was down 2.8 percent in 1989
from a year earlier, according to Leading National Advertisers, a firm that newspapers pay to keep track of advertising. This year, the situation has worsened. March was

Study Says Students Can
Answer Questions "Without
Reading Passages
-By Dennis KellyUSA Today

reading passages, a new study says.
InihecurrenrPsychological Science, 'StuartKau,
I'luversit) of Georgia. Athens, says lie asked 200 college freshmen and sophomores to answer 100 questions
from SAT exams. Some got the reading passages plus
multiple choice questions; the rest got questions only.
Katz says students should get no more than 20
percent correct by chance without seeing the reading
passages. But:
— The brightest averaged 46 6 percent correct
without passages, 69.6 percent with.
— Others got .17.6 percent right without the passages, 56 8 percent with them.
For the first group, scores w lthout passages still
would have been good enough to get into most U S
colleges, Kat/. contends. (The Educational Testing Service, maker of the SAT, sa>s the average 1989 verbal
score was 427 — about 54 to 56 percent concct.)
Katz says it s,hows the SAT measures skills othei
than reading comprehension — perhaps cleverness in
test taking.
But SAT program director Nancy Burton ,say> the
reading comprehension test is part of an overall effort to
gauge verbal skills. By looking at questions alone and
then interpreting the answers, she says, "Kids are using
their verbal and reasoning ability."
©Copyright 1990. USA TODAY/Apple College Information Network.

COLLEGE GRADUATES

TODAY'S OPPORTUNITY
IS TOMORROWS CAREER
Your college career is yesterday and your future is tomorrow. Today, lei First Investors take you Into the 1990's as
we continue our nationwide expansion program. Enjoy the
advantages of working with one of Wall Street's leading investment firms, 60 years young and growing!
• High Earning Potential • Complete Training
•Bonuses
• Professional Guidance
• Management Opportunities
No experience is necessary. Your knowledge, aggressiveness and motivation are keys to helping you secure a very
bright future.
Put the strength of over 500,000 clients and $4 billion in
assets under management behind your career. Call for an
Immediate interview:

203-775-8309

First Investors

one of the worst months in recent memory.
After a decade of remarkable growth, most daily
newspapers are getting thinner and less profitable.
A thousand newspaper executives cried on each
others' shoulders last week at the American Newspaper
Publishers Association convention in Los Angeles.
What at first seemed a regional problem — confined to the economically troubled Northeast — has
spread. It's no surprise The Boston Globe had 13 percent
less advertising during the first three months of 1990 vs.
a year earlier. But The Fresno (Calif.) Bee was down 9.4
percent, too. And the outlook for the rest of 1990 is grim.
Newspapers basically have hit into a triple play:
— Local advertising (52 percent of newspaper ad
revenue) has suffered because of financial troubles at
bigretailers, including Jordan Marsh,Bonwit Teller and
Macy's.
— Classified advertising (38 percent of newspaper
ad revenue) — inch-for-inch the most profitable part of
a newspaper — has softened in many markets. Real
estate, auto and help-wanted ads have declined, along
with falling home sales, auto sales and job growth.
— National advertising (10 percent of newspaper
ad revenue) has been pinched by cuts in ad spending by
tobacco and auto companies.
"It's very unusual. Everything slowed down at the
same time," says ad forecaster Robert J. Coen, senior
vice president at McCann-Erickson advertising agency.
"In the past, you might have seen a drop in national
(advertising) but classified would be up, or vice versa."
Newspaper advertising revenue rose 3.8 percent to
$32.4 billion in 1989, the Newspaper Advertising Bureau estimates. That's the smallest rise since 1970 and
failed to keep pace with the 4.6 percent inflation rate in
1989.
y de<
Ad revenue may
decline in 1990forthe first time

The percentage of households buying newspapers
has steadily declined. In 1970,98 newspapers were sold
for every 100 U.S. households. By 1989, the number had
fallen to 67, Today, advertisers have more options —
Yellow Pages, direct mail, cable TV — that let them
spend their ad dollars on the narrow consumer groups
they most want to reach.
"People have been predicting the demise of newspapers for a long time," scoffs Robert C. Hardie, chairman of Freedom Newspapers Inc. "First, television was
going to do us in, then Yellow Pages, then cable TV.
Anyone who is a veteran of this war has heard this talk
before."
Newspaper executives, financial analysts and advertisers generally blame the newspaper recession on
short-term problems, particularly debt-ridden retailers.
Some healthy retailers have cutback because they're
under less competitive pressure. "It's an old truism:
When another retailer comes into a market, everyone
advertises more. We're seeing the opposite of that here,"
says Paine Webber newspaper analyst J. Kendrick Noble.
Nevertheless, a handful of bright signs exist. Rosalind Wells, chief economist at National Retail Federation, predicts retailers' revenue will grow 6 percent in
1990 — somewhat better than, inflation. Most retailers
link advertising to sales — an ad budget of 3.7 percent
of revenue is the U.S. average — so that could mean
more retail advertising later this year.
The Pacific Northwest and Texas are the only areas
where the economy — and newspaper advertising —
seems to be strengthening. Results in the Midwest are
mixed. California is mostly flat. The Northeast and the
South are the worst.
To adjust to hard times, newspapers are taking
traditional steps: cutting expenses. The Concord Monitor is reducing travel, training and overtime. Morris

paper company, suffered a 2.9-percent drop in newspaper ad revenue in the first quarter vs. a year earlier. No.
2 Knight-Ridder Inc. is up just 0.5 percent. And No. 3
Times Mirror Co., owner of the Hartford Courant, is off
2.8 percent in the first two months.
"Everyone is groping with the question: Is this a
cyclical event or something of a sea change?" says
David E. Easterly, president of Cox Enterprises' newspaper division. p

will close its three-person Washington, D.C., bureau at
the end of the month.
But don't cry for newspaper publishers yet. "Many
industries operate in the red during tough times," Easterly says. "In newspaperdom, the issue is not making as
much money as we did. Newspapers are still a very
profitable business."
©Copyright 1990, USATODAY/Apple College Information Network.
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Announcements
EXHIBITS
Tuesday, May 8—Paintings and sculpture by Dudley Blossom, a Trinity College juniorfrom
Pasadena, California. Mather Hall Artspace. 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily. Free admission.
The Philosophy Department will also present "The Animal-In-The-Text: Fables and Literary
Origins" by Professor Berel Lang, SUNY Albany on Thursday, May 3. The lecture will take
place in Seabury 9-17 at 4:15 pm. Please come! AH invited!
MISCELLANEOUS
The French Club will be elcting officers for next year and discussing the future of the club at
6:30 pm Wednesday May 2 in the Modern Languages Lounge in Seabury. Refreshments
served, all welcome. Underclassmen are especially encouraged to attend. If you are interested in the club but unable to attend, please send a note to Box 553.
There will be a support group for victims of sexual assault in the Women's Center at 9:30 pm
on Tuesday night. All are welcome.
The William Cotter Congresional Internship Fund, established in memory of William R.
Cotter, Trinity '49, provides a stipend for students doing internships in the offices of any
United States Senator or Representative. Preferences is given to internships with ConnecticutSenators and Representatives and to legislative interns in Washington DC. If you are planning such an internship this summer, you may be nominated to receive some financial support this fund. Please notify the Internship Coordinator by May 2 if you expect to apply for
a stipend.
Some students are presently in the preliminary stages of planning a conference which
would bring together Trinity students, professors and alumni/ae who are concerned abour
social issues and who seek meaningful channels for their concern.
The weekend conference would consist of panels, workshops and discussion groups on
topics such as the service-cirriculum link, balancing family and career with activism, socially
responsible careers, as well as specific social problems such as racism, sexism, homophobia,
hunger and homelessness.
This format would give students an opportunity to tap into the insight and experience of
alumni and articulate their agendas for change and the pursuit of their ideals beyond college
years.

•

.

At this point, we are seeking organizations, departments and various offices on campus
which would be interested in helping to finance this initiative, as funds which would be
interested in helping to finance this initiative, as funds will be needed for honoraria, travel
expenses, housing, food, mailing and other various administrative costs. We are aware that
budget proposals are due on April 25 and so request that you incorporate the conference into
your proposal if you desire to be a co-sponsor. A suggested amount is $300-$500.
For all individuals interested in this conference, there will be a meeting on Tuesday, May
1 at 4:30 pm in the Koeppel Center on Vernon Street.

Something for those
of you who aren't taking
Stanley H. Kaplan Prep™
We've produced more top scores on tests like the
LSAX GMAT, GRE and MCAT than all other courses
combined. Which means if you're not taking Kaplan
Prep™ you may need to take more than a #2 pencil
to the test,

g STANLEY H. KAPLAN
-E. Tal«> Kaolan Or Take Your Chances
•••••""

THEFT
Wandy Mothudi '91 has had his guest bok stolen from hisexhibt in the
Mather Artspace. This is the second such theft of goods fro the" Artspace this
year. If you know anyhting about the whereabouts of the book please notify
Wandi Mothudi at 524 - 5561, or the Tripod ma box 1310.

June LSAT-GMAT-GRE

- •

•

There is still time to prepare in a class designed for students.
Ask about the FALL EXAMS. It's not too early to plan your
studying. 236-6851.
Financial Aid available to qualified students in our Hartford
area classes
for other locations call 800-KAP-TEST

Freshman? Sophmore? Junior? Senior?
Which class is the best?
Come be a part of the 1st annual

Saturday May 5 Spring Weekend from 3 pm - ?
Come find out what it's all about! Join your fellow classmates by signing up today outside of Mather.

• Ask your class president for d e t a i l s ,

GRAND PRIZE FOR THE WINNING CLASS

Prizes for everyone

_ ^
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How to Get into Wesleyan Without Really Trying

O

nce upon a time back in high school my faithful sidekick and I were looking for a college
utterly perfect for two cross-dressing weirdos like ourselves (yes, we have both been known to
wear an occassional men's athletic sock in our day), a college in a cute little town, a college with
strong academics and an even stronger policy of tolerance (translation: optional leg shaving),
a college almost too dreamy to be true. Well, for reasons we'd rather not disclose (okay, okay, I got negged and
Patty decided to go to beauty school) neither one of us made it to that hippie heaven dream school just down the
road in Middletown and so with teary eyes (and lots of shoes) we settled down here at Trinity, Safety School or
the Gods, to a life of woeful mediocrity. Yet this was not the end of the saga. Somewhere inside our gullets we
were left with a space, empty except for a little voice that kept repeating, "GO WES, YOUNG WOMEN, GO
WES..."
It was getting annoying.
And so Patty and 1 set out with a box of Teddy Grahams and some diet cherry Coke (Yuck!) to squelch that
voice once and for all. Disguised as high school juniors JUST DYING go to that groovy pinnacle of higher
education, we carefully garbed ourselves in the stylin' duds of the 70's (sandals with dark socks, round glasses
and vests) and hoped for the best.
1:371/2 pm We arrive at admissions.
BIKER CHICK: Oh God, there are people tanning on the hill. How bourgeois! CAPITALIST PIGS!
PATTY: Where's the bathroom?
GEEKY MAN SITTING AT DESK: Hi, I'm Paul. I graduated 3 years ago but I'm so diverse I can't find a place
for myself in the real world. Do you like gila monsters?
BIKER CHICK: Uh, we'd like a tour, please.
OVERBEARING MOTHER: My son Bruce likes gila monsters, don't you my little DNA molecule? (She prods
the drooling, anemic 100 lb dork by her side.)
BRUCE: I got a 1595 combined on my SAT's and I'm deciding between here, Tufts and the Foster School of
Undertaking. I'm brilliant. (Sticks out tongue.)
PATTY: Where do you go to school?
Biker Chick & Pal model Wesleyan-inspired fashions.
BRUCE: I've already been admitted here. So there.
1:48- 2:07 pm We wait for the 2 pm tour. I learn about Bruce's acute diaphanous diverticulitis from his mother. Bruce sits smugly and scratches. Patty shoves everything
that isn't nailed down into her backpack, including geeky guy from desk. Mr. Bruce picks his nose.
GIRL AT DOOR: Like hi, y'know. I'm like your exploration guide for today. Like here at Wesleyan we call tours "explorations" because like, we believe that when you step
Before
on campus you should like, be encouraged to like, explore the diversity around you, y'know? Like my name is shelli and I'm a frosh. That's shelli like,-with a small"°" -!R«»fr.
«»
I got to Wesleyan it used to be like, "Shelli" but Wesleyan has taught me to express my individuality so now its like, shelli with a small "s", y'know?
GEEKY GUY FROM WITHIN PATTY'S BAG: Have an enlightening exploration. Ciao!
• * .

2*.1O pm We go outside. The tour begins.
SHELLI (WITH A SMALL "S"): Okay, so like before we start let's like introduce ourselves and also say something about our interests. Don't forget to be diverse!
OVERBEARING MOTHER AND WIMPY DAD: We're Bruce's parents and he's brilliant.
BRUCE: Yeah, I'm brilliant.
PATTY: Hi, I'm Patty and I'm into engineering, greasy fried foods and saying the word "rumaki." My eyes are hazel, my hair is brown and my complexion is that of a new spring
peach. If you're interested in a date orjust a deep and meaningful lifetime commitment please call 1-900-I-AM-EASY. Or write tome at
(Bruce's Dad swiftly whips out a pencil and begins writing down Patty's phone number.)
BIKER CHICK: Uh, I'm so diverse I don't care to label myself with a name. I find it limiting.
SHELLI (WITH A SMALL "S"): Do you have any interests?
BIKER CHICK: I find those too limiting as well.
SHELLI (WITH A SMALL "S"): Like, cool! Okay, so like here on the right is the President's office. And on the left...
PATTY: Hey, isn't that the place that just got firebombed?
SHELLI (WITH A SMALL "S"): We here at Wesleyan prefer to call it a "happening." And yes, it is.
BIKER CHICK: Do you encourage pyrotechnics at this university?
SHELLI (WITH A SMALL "S") Well, uh, like , I don't think so.
PATTY; But pyromaniacs are people too. You can't get more diverse than them.
BRUCE: Mommy, Daddy, I don't wanna go to a school that has bombs in it. I'm scared. I don't want to be diverse anymore. Can we leave now?
OVERBEARING MOTHER AND FATHER: Suck it up and be quiet, dear.
SHELLI (WITH A SMALL "S"): And coming up here on the left is Olin library. There are over a billion books...
BIKER CHICK: Approximately how many volumes on taxidermy do you have in your library?
SHELLI (WITH A SMALL "S"); Like, what?
PATTY: Taxidermy. Taxidermy. She wants to know about taxidermy. I want to know if you offer
any courses on "Jell-0 Imagery in the Works of Shakespeare"? I'm into Jell-O.
BRUCE: How many watts is your DNA synthesizer?
OVERBEARING MOTHER AND FATHER: And how come all of the buildings look as if they were
bought at Sears on clearance? None of them match.
SHELLI (WITH A SMALL "S"): This like, concludes the academic part of our exploration.
2:37 Academic part of tour ends. Social part begins.
SHELLI (WITH A SMALL "S"): Wesleyan is like, a great place to live. All froshes live in pup tents
on the football Field for their first year and forage in the shrubs for roots and berries. We believe it
promotes unity and...
ALL: DIVERSITY!!!
SHELLI (WITH A SMALL "S") Now we'll be entering one of the tolerant dorms on the campus. Dorm
dwellers here have no distinctive characteristics except for that they wash every other full moon and
worship Elvis impersonators. Any questions?
BRUCE: Yeah, why aren' t there any locks on the doors. I really think there should be locks on the doors.
Don't you think there should be locks on the doors? I'm scared. I miss my microscope. I miss my
blanky. I wanna go home.
ALL: BABY BABY, STICK YOUR HEAD IN GRAVY. WASH IT OUT IN BUBBLEGUM AND
SEND IT TO THE NAVY!
SHELLI (WITH A SMALL "S"): Evening and weekend activities are usually comprised of bean
sprout-eating contests, interpretive dance/clogging concerts and rallies to replace the dark raisins on
the bagel wagon with white raisins in order to promote diversity.
OVERBEARING PARENTS: Do these activities ever involve the opposite sex?
SHELLI (WITH A SMALL "S"): Why, like, of course, you know!
BRUCE: Euuuw! Girls are icky!
PATTY AND BIKER CHICK: WIMP!
PATTY: Hey, by the way, what are your combined figures on date rape and deaths caused by fraternity
SHELLI (WITH A SMALL "S"): I don't know.
BIKER CHICK: And what about that incident involving three undergraduates, two chain saws and a
pint of vanilla frozen yogurt that was splashed all over the papers a few months ago?
BRUCE AND PARENTS: WHAT? SEX? IS THIS TRUE SHELLI (WITH A SMALL"S"V?
Continued on next page.
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Aim
Continued from previous page.
SHELLI (WITH A SMALL "S") I don't know.
PATTY: And tell us about that day when anyone who wants gets
a free joint in the cafeteria.
BRUCE AND PARENTS: WHAT? DRUGS? DO THEY
EXIST HERE SHELLI?
SHELLI (WITH A SMALL "S") I don't know.
BIKER CHICK AND PATTY : And if you're really so diverse
than how come you walk around wearing the same exact preppy
mail order catalog clothes that everyone else wears at any other
small New England college?
BRUCE AND PARENTS: WHAT? SEX? DRUGS? PREPPY
CATALOG CLOTHES? THOSE ARE EXACTLY WHAT WE
THOUGHT WE WOULD BE AVOIDING. IF WE CAME TO
WESLEY AN. THAT'S IT, WE'RE LEAVING!
2:57 pm The Bruces stomp off angrily with their sniveling
wimp of a son.
PATTY AND BIKER CHICK: Bye- bye, Bruce! Have fun at
undertaker's school!
2:59 pm shelli runs off sobbing.

Welcome to Wesleyan—Now Go Home
(If You're Smart)
Ten good reasons to flee from that
Middletown Scene
1. Their most famous grad is Bozo the Clown.
2. Their yearbook is called the OLLA PODRIDA— It's not
Latin...or Greek...or SwahiLi. You figure it out.
3. The Bagel Wagon is only open weekdays from 8 am9:30. And no chocolate cream cheese!
4. Dance Professor Susan Foster is a clone of Sigourney
Weaver, remember "Aliens"???
5. The tasty dudes at the Brotherhood O' Theta Beta Frito
serve only Diet Rite Cola.
6. You could have a boyfriend that looks like this, (see
photo)
7. The school mascot is Gary Granola.
8. Limited funding for their pyrotechnics program.
9. Because they're only 99.99% diverse.
10. Bruce. Need we say more?

3 pm And as the sun sets on the eve of a most triumphant da>
of exploring the most diverse of all schools ever, a a>rf jin
Wesleyan University, the Biker Chick and her noble sidekick
Patty crunch bar-b-que pork rinds and thank their luck\
alfalfa sprouts that they didn't go to Wesleyan.

Potential Wes. Love Interest
(Can you say "unrequited/")

WANTED
Two experienced, fearless
terrorists . to
harass
administration. Must be
flame-retardant and have
own car. Call Pres. Chace at
ext. 2231.

*Jfe

Look Mom! They have frat boys at Wesleyan, too.

fptil^^
How they say it:
"Paul explored many facets of college life, but for a
time he was undecided about college. Wanting to
travel a bit and experience life, he spent his summer
at Yellowstone National Park, fascinated by the
"rough crowd" of migrant laborers; he also visited
the remote Cook Islands, and worked as a fruit
picker in New Zealand before returning to Wesleyan.
'I loved it. It was really exotic. I enjoy dojng exotic
things.'"
— Paul,'85, Rhodes Scholar
" If you did not, at least once before you graduated,
stay up all night [our emphasis] with a book out of
sheer unassigned passion, then all the exams and
papers and lectures were a waste of time, because,
in their crooked way, that's all they were trying to
make you do."
— W. Victor, '81,
Pretentious PedantExtraordinaire
"The Argus is respected as a serious publication.
We meet with the president of the university once
a week."
'
— David and Paul,'89
Editors of the campus newspaper.

What we think:
We consulted famed psychologist Dr.
Joyce Brothers, who ob'served,"Paul has-trouble
adhering to his sense of purpose in life. He is
sexually frustrated, due to what appears to be a long
history of adult-onset impotence,.resulting from
overexertion within a 3 mile radius of New Zealand
orange groves and Anita Bryant. Someone, please
get this young man some help."
We consulted with Joe, the cleaning man in our
dormitory who had this to say about W. Vic. "This
boy is a weenie. Four years of college and he still
doesn't know when to go to sleep at night. What 1
want to know is, what kind of books is he readin'
that are keepin' him up all night? I'm glad he's not
my son.
Biker Chick: Serious publication THIS, buddy! So
what if you talk to the president of the University
once a week? Our president brings his children to
campus cultural shindigs. Our president waves from
his window when you walk by. Our president is
younger, smarter and cuter than your president.
OURPRESIDENTCAN BEAT UP YOUR PRESIDENT!
Patty: Look guys, why does the newspaper business have to be so serious, anyway? Why don't you
print more features? If you were so serious, you
certainly wouldn't lend your name to that propagandists rag, the Wesleyan University Bulletin .
As our editor emeritus Robdude comments, the-Argus is "a bunch of artsy-fartsy, liberal, [expletivein-the-gerunclive-form-beginning-with-"f" deleted]
B.S.." So there.

That's right! We're so diverse, we print our photos the wrong way..
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Features
Americans Should Focus Less OnCelebrities, More On Technology
People frequently ask
me, "Dave, what has gone
wrong
with
America,
anyways?" and I always reply:
"What has gone wrong is that
over in Germany and Japan,
people are interested in
computers, robots and other
high-technology concepts,
whereas here in America
people are interested in
whether MARLA MAPLES
had her breasts augmented."
Let me stress that I am
not mentioning MARLA
MAPLES in capital letters
because I wish to boost the
readership of this column. I
am mentioning MARLA
MAPLES and her possible
BREAST AUGMENTATION
because I think it's pretty
pathetic that this once-great
nation — a nation that
produced
technological
eniuses such as Thomas
dison, Henry Ford and Mister
Wizard — has become so
technologically illiterate that
according to a survey, 74
percent of all Americans agree
with the statement that a fax
machine works by "sending
rolled up paper through a
wire." You morons! THE.
PAPER IS ALREADY IN THE
MACHINE! Only the INK
goes through the wire!
Clearly this nation is in
a sorry state. And yet our

g

newspapers and magazines
continue to pander to the
public's insatiable lust for
mindless articles about
MARLA MAPLES'
BREASTS, which
take up space (I am
referring to the
articles) that could be
used to provide
important technical
information.
Well, I say it's
time
that
we
Americans stopped
being the Big Fat
Srupidheads of the
industrialized world,
This is why today I'm
oing to "take the
igh road" by
defying this national
obsession
with
tawdry celebrity
trivia and denoting
an entire column to
answering
your
questions
about
technology. Come
on, America! Put on
your thinking caps!
Let's have some
technology
questions!
Q. Are you saying that
MARLA MAPLES' BREASTS
have been augmented?
A. I am NOT saying
that. Nor am I suggesting here,
for the first time, that before

A. There is probably
some kind of mechanism in
there, but don't quote me on
that. And let us also put an
end to these rumors
that
MARLA
MAPLES
had
upper
thigh
liposuction
so
extensive as to
require
an
industrial strength
fire hose.
Q. How do
those electronic hair
dryers in public
restrooms work?
A. At last, a
question that does
not require me to
mention MARLA
M A P L E S .
Electronic restroom
hand dryers are
miraculous labor
saving devices that
work by shooting
out a special kind of
air, made from
compressed
sneezes,
that
actually
makes
your hands sticky
without getting them dry.
Q. You know those
automatic supermarket checkout scanners, where the clerk
waves the product past a little
window and the register beeps
and shows the price? How

her face lift MARLA MAPLES
had neck wattles deep enough
to raise bats in. Today I wish
to focus on your questions

Dave Barry

f

Calvin & Hobfees
I OUR HERO, THE FEARLESS SF*CEMW SPIFF, THERE'S NO HOPE
Vs MAROONED ON THE MOST DISTMT > - • OF RESCUE FROH
PLANET W
THIS BLEAK AHO
ISOLATED WORID/

concerning technological
matters, such as how an
automatic
transmission
changes gears.
Q.
How does an
automatic
transmission
change gears?

does that work?
A. Inside the counter is
a small compartment where a
person named Marge crouches
in the darkness, peering up
through the window and
frantically ringing up your
purchases as the clerk waves
them past. The system used
ato involve a laser beam, but
they had to stop this when the
beam detonated a can of Spam,
sending superheated chunks
of meat-like byproducts
hurtling in all- directions and
severely damaging an issue of
The Weekly World News**
(MARLA: ELVIS ATE MY
BABY).
Q. How does an elevator
work?
A.
An elevator is
essentially a small room
dangling over a very deep
shaft, held up by thin cables
that are maintained by
building employees who have
tremendous trouble just
keeping all the toilets working.
Q: What do they have to
do with SEX CHANGE UFO
VAMPIRE MARLA MAPLES?
A. They claim they are
"just friends.
©1990 Tribune Media Services
Inc.
**The Biker Chick's future
employer.

Bf Bill Watterson

OH. WHAT A DESOLATE PLACE
TO BE TOPPED.1 SPIFF TR\ES
DESPERAJEtf i n REPAIR HIS
DISASLED SPACECRAFT.'
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i
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HHERPS TH ELEK —
SWEBOW
CWCH \T/

f LEFT HELD?'
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et 990 UWWMJ PfMl S m t o t *, ^7 • SO

WOW. A H I S H F L ^ RIGHT 1
TO WE.' I GOT \ T . 1
y

TUE WDS TEASED |AE WEH
1 KMT PIAS BkSEBN-L.
THEHTHE^ 1EU£0 W M U
WHEN I tID PLM. TUEH
TOE "ItACUER CM\H» ME k
"QUITTER" V,VBk I STOPfEP
PIAW&

I GOT IT.' J
•
^- J
'

^

\

A^L

UNLESS W ' R E fc STAR..
XOU CAHT PLEASE

J
Bl990lWv™iP«MSmdiate

CAJIGOTTHE B W i

GUt COT.' WHKT K
WHS&! VWKT A ilW

OOPS, I \GETWV\QVF
DROPPED 1 TEW, MSt.VfiC.UKK;
TOECATCM.
CANT WT
WWWWWE.

(^Watterson's Calvin and Hobbes is published in the Tripod courtesy of the Hartford Courant
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There are three
times inyour life
when you need
a Macintosh.
NeamfcutltnlMan;

isxs-

Now

Soon

While you're in college, a Macintosh*
computer can help you organize your research. Refine your ideas. And present them
in a way that truly reflects your brilliance.
And that's only the beginning. Your
Macintosh will really make you shine when
you take those first steps into the real world.
You can design a dynamite resume, keep track
of your job prospects in a data base and
communicate your sterling background in
customized follow-up letters.
Once you've landed your first job, a

Macintosh can help take you all the way to
the top. Because it will help you write, calculate, analyze and presentyour ideas in
the best possible manner.
But to really appreciate what a Macintosh
can do for you, you need to come in and
try one for yourself. And there will never be
a better time in your life to do that than today
*

The power to be your best:

For more information, contactNancy Sowa • 297-2571
Computing Center II
Jacobs life Science Center

£>199O Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, ilie Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. The power to be your best is a trademark ofApple Computer, Inc.
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Sports
Women's Lacrosse Falls Pizza Hut Honors Four Trinity Atheletes
Four Trinity football players were named to the Pizza Hut Division III All-America Team. Star
receiver
was recognized as a first team performer, guard Tom Schaefer and kicker
to Top-Ranked Williams Tim JensenTerrywereMcNamara
named to the third team, and kick returner Darren Toth made honorable mention.
-By Cara CahalanSports Writer
Last Wednesday the
women's lacrosse team took on
Williams Co 1 lege, the nation' s #8
team, in Division III play. Trinity
came out strong, but was defeated
by Williams 15-11. The Bantams played well but were overburdened by the intrepid Williams
midfield. Williams center Mo
Flaherty and the attack wings
combined for a total of nine goals
and three assists.
Trinity's freshmen phenoms
led the potent scoring attack.
Grace Cragin paced the squad with
four while Lexi Rice and Sarah
Hammond netted two apiece.
Sophomore attack wing, Sarah
Getchell, added another two goals
and an assist, while senior Kelly
Nash tallied a goal of her own.
Heidi Wisbach '90 and and
junior Meg Montgomery were
able to control the lower attack
players and limiting them to only
five goals for the game.
After Trinity's loss to Williams, the women's lacrosse team
traveled to Amherst and upped
their record to 3-4 with a 15-11
victory. The Bantams took the

lead early scoring the game's first
three goals. Unfortunately
Amherst came back to tally the
following four. At the end of the
first half, Trinity was up by only
one goal (6-5). When the second
half opened, Trinity took a substantial lead and never looked
back.
Freshman Grace Cragin was
high scorer of the contest garnering six goals, thus bringing her
total to twenty on the season.
Center Robin Cook '91 followed
close behind with three goals,
while Cooie Stetson '91 (playing
her best lacrosse of the season)
and Sarah Getchell' 92 each added
a pair of goals. The other scorers
were Sidney Brown '91 and
MargotRing '92, adding one goal
apiece.
Sophomore goalie Sarah Ferrucci'opened the game between
the pipes and came up with five
saves in the first period. In the
second half freshman Betsy Wiedenmayer made her varsity debut
and made nine impressive saves.
The final game of theseason
will be played on Monday April
30, if the Bantams are able to
defeat Springfield they will qualify for post season play this weekend.

McNamara set a Trinity and New England Division III receiving record with 157 career catches.
Jensen and Toth also set new Bantam standards for a season. Jensen broke the school record for points
in a season by a place kicker with 57. Tri-captain Toth passed the season punt return record by taking
30 during the season. Schaefer, also a tri-captain, anchored a mamoth offensive line from his position
at right guard.
The four honored players are all seniors who contributed to the continued success of Trinity's
football program. They will be sorely missed next fall.

Rowers Clobber NESCAC Oarsmen

Continued from Page 20
some of the fastest boats in the
regatta. Its valiant showingproved
fruitless.
The lightweights, racing
George Washington University,
won their race by a comfortable 7
seconds.
Trinity's varsity women's
eight also swept past competition
as it defeated Georgetown by 15
seconds to qualify to race on
Sunday.
The junior varsity Women's
eight completed a victorious Saturday
by
overcoming
Georgetown's first and second
boats.
The freshmen men's lightweight eight, in an intense head to
head confrontation
with
Georgetown's second boat, blew
by George Washington University in what some called the most
exciting race of the day. Trinity's
oarsmen managed to edge Georgetown by six inches in a spectacular photo finish.
Sunday proved to be a disappointing day for Trinity rowers.
Trinity team since 1987. (7-4) Georgetown squeaked past the
Rebounding from Wesleyan will varsity lightweights by a 3 second
be the toughest task the Bantams margin, in a race where the powhave faced this season but if the erful Naval Academy team fin.
New Haven game was any indica- ished third.
The
varsity
women
finished
tion then we might see Trinity in
4, seconds behind Navy and 2
the post season after all.
seconds behind the University of

N.H. Win Has Lacrosse Post
Season Hopes Running High
Continued from Page 20
feated Wesleyan earlier this season, plays against tougher Division I competition.
The outlook looks positive
despite the difficult loss to
Wesleyan. Theteam'ssixvictories thus far are the most by a

New Hampshire in their contest.
After a false start and a delay
lasting hours, the junior varsity
women finished third, close behind Navy and George Washington and ahead of Columbia.
• Last Saturday, Trinity rowers faced tough competition from
Wesleyan and Connecticut College at their home course, the
Rainbow Reservoir.
The varsity women's eight
made the headlines of the Hartford
Couvant as it decimated both boats
itfaced, finishing 8 seconds ahead
of the next boat. They completed
the 2000 meters in 6:37.
The junior varsity women's
eight also had no trouble pulling
away from its opponents, winning by a clear 14 second margin.
Likewise, the junior varsity
men's four defeated Wesleyan's
four by multitude lengths.
The rowers grinned as they
received their vanquished rivals'
shirts and, as tradition dictates,
threw their coxswains into the
water.
• Not all was good news for
Trinity, however. The heavyweight men's eight's troubles
continued as it lost its contest.

BOX SEATS

The men's and women's novice
boats succumbed to their foes as
well.
The lightweight men did not
race.
Sunday morning, Tufts, prepared to race only varsity and
freshmen lightweight men's
eights, arrived from Medfbrd, MA
at the Rainbow Reservoir. The
previous week's warm weather
was a memory —the rowers were
buffeted by a cold wind that sent
a nasty chop across the water,
The Trinity varsity boatwithstood a late rush from Tufts to
retain a decisive 1 length lead at
the finish.
The. freshmen men rowed
from a length behind to take a two
seat lead with 500 meters to go,
only to be overtaken by Tufts in
the last 10 strokes. The boat finished within one second of the
opposition.
This Saturday, all the crews
wind down their season with a big
race against five other schools,
including traditionally strong
Williams. This will be--the last
competition for Trinity before the
Dad Vails, the equivalent to the
national championships.
by Patrick Keane will return
next week.

High Spirits Liquors
Wines and Liquors
237 White Street
We Deliver! • 525-2221
Visa and Master Card Accepted
~

If".

Kegs:
Busch 1/2
Busch 1/4
Mil's Best 1/2
Bud + Bud Light 1/2
Bud + Bud Light 1/4
Miller Genuine Draft 1/2
Miller Lite 1/2
Rolling Rock 1/2
Rolling Rock 1/4

$34.99+
$20.99+
^$26.75+
$44.00+
$24.99+
$44.00+
$44.99+
$44.00+
$24.00+
'.

:

:

4

Specials:
Glacier 12 Pack
5.39+
Busch Suitcases
9.99+
Mil's Best Bar Bottles
6.99+
Black Label Bar Bottles
6.99+
Senator's Club Vodka 1.751
9.99+
Senator's Club Gin 1.751
10.99+
Bankers Club Rum 1.751
11.99+
Schaeffer Bar Bottles
6.99++
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Men's Lacrosse
Wesleyan 11, Trinity 10

Women's Lacrosse
Williams 15, Trinity 11

WesSeyan
Trinity

TVinity
Wiaaiams

2
3

5
3

3
3

1 -11
1 10

TR- HazeSton (3), R. Martin (3), Francini,
Cameron, Lewis, C. Martin
Saves: Rosenstreich and Tenerowicz 13

Softball
Trinity 15, Bates 3
Bates
Trinity

TR- Cragin (4), Getchell (2), Hammond
(2), Rice (2), Nash
Saves: Ferucci 10

Baseball ;
Trinity 10,
AIC 9

001 0 2 - 3 6 3
253 5x • 15 5 1 Trinity
AIC
WP- Roy (6-0); LP- Sturgis
"•
034 4 0 - 1 1 8 0
000 0 0 - 0 3 2

Ail-Time Single Season Home Run
Leaders By Position

WP- Roy (7-0)
Trinity 12, WesBeyan 3
Trinity
WesBeyan

102 003 103-10 13 3
003 051 0 0 0 - 9 12 2

WP-Kerr |1-0); LP- Levangie

Trinity 11, WesBeyan 0
Trinity
WesBeyan

3 8-11
10 5 - 1 5

211 215 0 - 1 2 1 6 1
200 010 0 - 3 5 2

1. IB Hank Greenberg
2. 2B Rogers ttornsby
3. 3B Mike Schmidt
4. SS Ernie Banks
5. LF Ralph Kiner
6. CF Haek Wilson
7. RF Roger Maris
8. C Roy Campanella
9. P WesFerrell

1938- 58
1922- 42
1980- 48
1958- 47
1949- 54
1930-56
1961- 61
1953- 40
1931- 9

WP- Ennis (2-0)

NBA Field Goal Pet. Leaders
West, Pho. - 331 - 530 - ,625
BarMey, Phi. - 706 -1177 - .600
Parish, Bos. - 505 -871 -.580 •

The View Ahtelete
of the Week is "
Grace Cragim '93 of
the Women's
Lacrosse team.
Cragin had four
goals in Trinty's
tough 15-11 loss to
Williams.

Malone, Ut. - 9 1 4 - 1 6 2 7 - 5 6 2
Woolridge, LAL - 306 -550 - .556
Ewing, NY - 922 -1673 -.551

The View Specials
Come to The View for Dinner!
Pitchers of Busch are only $3
when you order a meal between
6 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Monday Night - $3 pitchers of
Milwaukee's Best from from 9
p.m. to closing.
Sunday Night - Pitchers of
Milwaukee's Best are only $3
between 9 p.m. and closing

'1
Kill. I S

''i

Men's Lacrosse Crushes New
Haven, Dropped by Wesleyan
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The Bantams crushed New Haven Saturday
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tournament. Going into the
Wesleyan game Trinity was
. ranked fourth in the New England
Division III poll while the Cardinals were tied wjth Connecticut
College at number six. Getting
his first start of the season was
junior goalie Mark Tenerowicz,
after playing the second half of
the April 21 Williams loss. Ten-

toi\
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open iinuihoi IT AC spot
The final games that Cameron
spoke of are a pivotal contest
against Bowdoin on Saturday, and
at the University of Hartford on
Wednesday. Bowdoin, the number three team New England, has
beaten Trinity in each of the last
three seasons. UHart, who dePlease see Lacrosse, Page 15

each of whom posted hat tricks in
the loss. Junior attack John
Francini, senior midfielder Doug
Cameron, and sophomore
midfielder Mark Lewis balanced
out the attack.
On Saturday, the University
of New Haven travelled to Hartford and received a thorough 255 spanking by the Bantams. The

Softball Undefeated at 11-0;Looks for Top Seed
-By Margaret GoldenSports Writer
Last week was a big week for
the women's softball team as they
boosted their six game winning
streak to eleven games.
The week began Monday
with the crushing of a weak Bates
team in five innings 15-3. In a
doubleheader at Wesleyan on
Thursday, the Lady Bants went
on to annihilate the Cardinals 11Oand 12-2.
The two important games of
the week were at Williams on
Saturday when the Lady Bants
showed, as Coach Ron Peter described, "Ourdefense is so funda-

mentally strong that, when runners get on base, I have confidence in everyone to make the big
plays needed in order to get out of
the inning without anyone scoring. This happens in every game."
With the defeats of the Lady Ephs
6-4 and 10-8, Julie Roy '93 moved
to 10-0.
In the first game against
Williams.Trinitygotthreeclinching runs in the second inning with
a triple by Karen Gelormino '90
and tw o smart bunts by Mo Strickland '92 and Angela DeNicloa
'93, In the same inning the Lady
Ephs were held to one run by a
Roy strikeout and heads-up play
by shortstop Kathy Ennis' 90. The
Lady Bants displayed more great
defense and their strong bats in

the next three innings thanks to
Strickland and Robin Silver '90
in the outfield and Gelormino and
Silver, both at the plate and on the
bases, to hold Williams to one run
and gain three more runs of their
own. Senior catcher Lisa Banks
comihented On the strength of the
Williams squad: "They had a very
good pitcher and when they get up
to bat, they can really hit the ball
hard." These strengths gave the
Lady Ephs two more runs in the
sixth inning and limited Trinity to
only a two run victory margin.
The second game started off
with Williams leading 5-3 in the
first inning. In the second inning,

however, Trinity came back with
a run batted in each by Ennis and
Karen Leonard '91 to tie it up.
Williams then retaliated with three
runs in the next two innings and
held Trinity to none until the sixth
inning. It was in this sixth inning
that Williams probabTf~aianT
know what hit them. With a rally
begun by sixth batter Strickland,
the Lady Bants went on to score
five runs and finish off the Ephs
10-8.
.:
• "The balance of the team is
amazing," commented Coach
Dick Ellis after the wins. "We
needed the first game and got that,"
he continued, "and we were let

down in the second game, but we
got that too, because of the rally
started by the sixth batter. Batters
seven, eight and nine all got hits
and all scored." Freshman Jodi
Falcigno commented on the
team's depth: "During the come'back, everyone got hits "Because
we worked together. We also got
a lot of support from our bench
and from our fans."
The invincible Lady Bants
hope to be seeded first and host
the NIAC tournament this Saturday during spring weekend. They
will face two tough teams this
week — Mount Holyoke today at
3:30 and Smith tomorrow.

Crews Take Tufts,
Wes, Conn College
-By Jonathan Heuser
Sports Writer

and Georgetown.
All Trinity boats started
competition Saturday with a preliminary heat versus Georgetown.
The varsity heavyweight men's
eight lost a tight race by only .7
seconds, and similarly, the varsity lightweight men's eight lost
by only one second. Other Trinity
crews were also unsuccessful.
All varsity and junior varsity
boats that did not qualify to race
on Sunday by winning their first
heat had the opportunity to advance by winning their afternoon
race.
Saturday afternoon, the varsity heavy weight men' s eight was
unlucky enough to face Wisconsin, Princeton, and Cambridge,

The Trinity Crew team rowed
its way through the heart of its
season as it competed at the Georgetown Regatta, then faced
Wesleyan University, Connecticut College, and Tufts University.
The Georgetown Regatta,
held April 21 -22 on the Potomac
River, included such schools as
Oxford and Cambridge Universities, known as two of the best
rowing schools in the world, and"
some of the United States' top
collegiate boats, including crews
from the University of Wisconsin, Harvard, University of Cali,.fprnia.atLos_Angeles,.Pnnceton,. Please see Rowers, Page 15
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©Women's Lacrosse Win
• Brawls of the Decade

•Four Trinity Football
Players Make All-American

